Investing for Success

Under this agreement for 2020
Moreton Bay Environmental Education Centre will receive $5,496*

This funding will be used to

- Support STEM initiatives within the Wynnum Manly school education alliance (WMsea) cluster of schools.
- Support specialist groups (eg Girls) in STEM initiatives.
- Support an extension literacy initiative with a Young Writers program across the WMsea cluster of schools.

Our initiatives include

- Development and delivery of extension STEM programs to target high achieving students within the WMsea cluster.
- Development and delivery of an extension STEM program targeting specialist groups (eg Girls) in STEM.
- Offering quality STEM resources that schools would not normally be able to access from their own site.
- The delivery of a Young Writers Program, in partnership with an award winning environmental author, where students enhance their writing skills by producing short stories which are published.

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Part-funding an additional teacher (or equivalent resource) to assist with the development of STEM initiatives. (eg Ten days TRS: approximately $4056)
- Part-funding for an award winning author to assist with the delivery of the Young Writers program. ($1000)
- Supplementary funding for operational costs for Inspiration to support authentic delivery of these programs. ($440).
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*Funding amount estimated on 2019 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2020 enrolment data are finalised. Actual expenditure may vary due to changes in finalised 2020 enrolment data and student learning needs.